Triplets of large bore quadrupoles will be antisymmetrically placed on either side of all six intersection points of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [l]. In RHIC collision optics, the triplets at the two experimental detectors are intended to enable the collision beta function to be reduced to the design goal of j3* = 1.0 meter in both planes, in order to minimize the spot size and maximize the luminosity. This requires running with Pmax = 1400 meters in the triplet, where the beams will have their largest size, both absolutely and as a fraction of the available aperture. Hence, the ultimate performance of RHIC rests on achieving the highest possible magnetic field quality in the triplets. Figure 1 shows the layout of a triplet, with the quadrupoles moved as close together as possible. Table 1 lists some triplet parameters, such as the different lengths of quadrupoles Q1, Q2, and Q3, and the 5 0 beam size -about 71% of the 6.5 cm coil radius. All three quadrupole models have the same coil and iron cross-section in the main body, and all have the same coil "saddle" ends and electrical lead geometry. Lumped correctors, labeled C1, C2, and C3 in the Figure, carry three nonlinear windings to compensate for measured multipoles, in addition to carrying dipole corrector windings. This paper discusses the correction of magnetic errors expected in the quadrupole bodies and ends, using both these lumped correctors and also quadrupole body tuning shims. 
I INTRODUCTION
Triplets of large bore quadrupoles will be antisymmetrically placed on either side of all six intersection points of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [l]. In RHIC collision optics, the triplets at the two experimental detectors are intended to enable the collision beta function to be reduced to the design goal of j3* = 1.0 meter in both planes, in order to minimize the spot size and maximize the luminosity. This requires running with Pmax = 1400 meters in the triplet, where the beams will have their largest size, both absolutely and as a fraction of the available aperture. Hence, the ultimate performance of RHIC rests on achieving the highest possible magnetic field quality in the triplets. Figure 1 shows the layout of a triplet, with the quadrupoles moved as close together as possible. Table 1 lists some triplet parameters, such as the different lengths of quadrupoles Q1, Q2, and Q3, and the 5 0 beam size -about 71% of the 6.5 cm coil radius. All three quadrupole models have the same coil and iron cross-section in the main body, and all have the same coil "saddle" ends and electrical lead geometry. Lumped correctors, labeled C1, C2, and C3 in the Figure, carry three nonlinear windings to compensate for measured multipoles, in addition to carrying dipole corrector windings. This paper discusses the correction of magnetic errors expected in the quadrupole bodies and ends, using both these lumped correctors and also quadrupole body tuning shims. 
IT QUADRUPOLE BODY AND END HARMONICS
A detailed description of the triplet quadrupole design and construction can be found elsewhere [2,3]. To summarize, design or construction errors in the placement of the single layer coil are the strongest potential source of unwanted field harmonics. These harmonics are independent of excitation. By contrast, error harmonics generated from mislocation of the iron yoke are weaker -but still dangerous -and depend on the excitation level because of saturation effects. Almost negligible is the weak magnetic coupling of side-by-side triplets in RHIC's two horizontally separated rings. Two Q1 magnets lie in a common cryostat because the reference orbits are not fully separated this close to the intersection point.
All harmonics are optimized at 5,000 Amps, the maximum operating current, and so careful attention has been paid to locations in the yoke where the iron tends to saturate. In particular, the inner surface of the yoke makes a smooth transition from an arc of radius 87 mm to an arc of radius 92 mm. The angle that this transition makes with the midplane, and the corresponding transition angle of the RX630 plastic spacer that separates the coil and the yoke, are slightly different. This leaves eight symmetrically placed 7 millimeter holes between the spacer and the iron, where composite tuning shims will be installed. The nominal mix of 50% iron, 50% brass, will be varied for field harmonic correction. Table 2 shows the tentatively expected values for the mean and standard deviation of normal and skew quadrupole harmonics, bn and an, in triplet quadrupoles. Only significant harmonics with absolute systematic or random values greater than 0.1 are listed. The mean or "systematic" values are based on measurements of two prototype quadrupoles, reported elsewhere [3,4], but they have been modified to reflect the predicted effect of a modest design iteration on future magnets. This iteration will remove most of the differences between predictions and measurements in the prototypes, so that the allowed multipoles b5, b9 and b13 come closer to zero. Random errors in the Table come from the copious measurements of 8 cm aperture RHIC arc quadrupoles. The standard notation used is defined by dipoles:
an --> (-1)"" an quads:
(1)
where G is the nominal gradient in the center of the quadrupole body, and R = 4.0625 cm is the reference radius. Table 3 After rotating by 180 degrees about the vertical axis.
I11 TRIPLET CORRECTION STRATEGY
The nominal horizontal and vertical tunes, 28.190 and 29.180, lie between 5th and 6th order resonances. Tune shifts from all contributions must be kept well below 0.033 in order for the beam to remain well within the tune plane triangle defined by these resonances and the coupling diagonal. The triplet errors shown in Table 2 dominate the tune shift contribution at storage -with two interaction regions operating at p* = 1 m and four at p* = 10 m -if they are uncorrected by shimming or by local correctors. Table 2 . Expected mean and standard deviation for triplet quadrupole harmonics at 5,000 Amps, derived from prototype magnet measurements plus a minor design iteration.
I
The four quadrupole coils are electrically interconnected at the "lead end of the quadrupole, by carrying two leads from each coil beyond the body of the magnet to a splice plate.
These eight leads generate allowed field harmonics -bl, b5, b9, .. and a l . as, ag .. -both inside and outside the iron.
The leads go through a 90° rotation once they are out of the magnet, effectively changing the sign of the current in the lead, and the sign of the multipoles generated. = 0 (3) for the 8 goal harmonics, n = 2 through 5, normal and skew.
Unfortunately the shims also cause feed up and feed down harmonics. Feed down to orders 0 and 1 is unimportant, since these harmonics are readily compensated by dipole and quadrupole correctors. Most prominent is feed up to bg, caused by the shimming correction of b5 . ratios between the odd harmonics generated at orders 1.5.9, et cetera, are fued and constant, as are the ratios between those generated at orders 3,7,11, et cetera. By contrast, the change in an even order harmonic depends on the changes in both harmonic 2 and harmonic 4. An analytical calculation based on first order perturbation theory is used to dead reckon the local corrector excitations in a single triplet, based on measurements of its three constituent quadrupoles [6] . Local correction is necessary even after adjusting the integrated goal harmonics to zero according to equation (3), because the beta functions vary rapidly in the triplet, and multipole errors in the ends of the quadrupoles can not be completely compensated by those from the body.
IV CONCLUSION
Figures 2a and 2b shows the tune footprint for onmomentum particles before and after triplet correction. The only magnetic errors present in the perturbation theory model used to get these results are the systematic errors listed in Oa and 50 in each plane individually, or along several contours of constant total action, Jh + Jv, where the ratio of horizontal and vertical actions, JdJ,, is smoothly varied. Chromatic tune spread (not shown) is dominated by the net positive linear and nonlinear chromaticities from the bare lattice, and not by the triplet quadrupoles, because the dispersion function is so small in the triplets.
Befare correction, the tune footprint is unacceptably broad. Tuning and shimming are predicted to be very effective in reducing the spmd of the footprint to a level that is negligible compared to the chromatic spread that is inevitably present. The results of the perturbation theory model shown here are simulated, using tracking programs. 
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